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For several months, Washington and the governments of Latin America have been involved in
an acrimonious dispute over the control of billions of dollars in loans via the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB). The IDB loans money for economic development from developed
industrial countries to Latin American nations, and is financed largely through contributions by
the US and 16 other industrial nations. In contrast to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and
the World Bank, the IDB's existing voting rights permits debtor countries to make decisions on the
distribution of funds rather than creditor nations.
The Reagan administration via demands put forward by Treasury Secretary James Baker is seeking
the authority to impose an effective US veto on practically all non-commercial IDB loans. If adopted,
Baker's proposal would give the United States far greater control of the purse strings than it enjoys
in the IMF or the World Bank. The US demand is opposed by all Latin American members of the
IDB. A majority of the Bank's 44 members, including Japan, West Germany, Britain and France,
say the Reagan administration is asking for too much in demanding a nearly absolute veto power,
although they endorse other changes sought by the administration. Negotiations on this matter will
begin this week in Miami.
The Reagan administration is irritated with IDB loaning procedures for basically two reasons. First,
the Bank has provided loans to Nicaragua, the most recent in 1983 for $30.7 million to rehabiliate its
fishing industry. At that time, the US attempted to block the loan, but failed.
Second, IDB loan granting procedures are described as "excessively tolerant" since they permit
debtor nations alternatives not envisaged in the US debt relief initiative introduced by Treasury
Secretary Baker in October 1985. IDB officials are concerned about obtaining its next four- year
"replenishment" of funds from western nations. The current replenishment $15 billion for 1983
through 1986, is nearly exhausted. The Bank has adequate funds to maintain current lending levels
for another year, but needs $25 billion in new monies to function through 1990.
The Reagan administration has delivered an ultimatum to the effect that if its proposal is rejected,
the US will not increase its contributions or guarantees above prior amounts. Unlike the IMF and
the World Bank, borrower nations control 54% of the votes. President of the IDB is a Mexican, and is
thus a representative of the debtor nations. In contrast, the World Bank is headed by an American,
and the IMF by a European. The US contributes 34.5% of the bank's capital, and thus has 34.5% of
the vote.
The Reagan administration is asking for modified voting procedures such that a 35% vote would
indefinitely postpone loans and major policy changes. If adopted, this change in voting procedures
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would give the United States effective exclusive veto power. (NEW YORK TIMES, 03/17/87) A
summary of large loans granted by the IDB in 1986 follows: Argentina, total of $520 million; Brazil,
$430 million; Chile, $360; Mexico, $330 million; Ecuador, $270 million; Costa Rica, $180 million;
Bolivia, $140 million; and, Dominican Republic, $140 million. (Source of loan statistics: InterAmerican Development Bank news releases, as reported in TIMES)
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